
Ten years ago, Daniele, Pietro and Emanuele decided to give home-brewing a go for a bit of 
fun and a challenge. They started modestly with brewing beer in a garage, using a friend’s pot, 
and after success, progressed to buying their first nano brewing machine. During the next five 
years, they researched and worked hard to develop their first beer. After an overwhelming 
response, they decided to take their passion to the next level. They started to sell around Emil-
lia Romagna and in Milan. ORA Brewing was born.

ORA Brewing is member of SIBA (The Society of Independent Brewers) and the London 
Brewer Alliance, an organization that represent the contemporary scene of beer brewing in 
the city of London. We are continually working to strengthen our presence in the UK indepe-
nent brewing scene with constant collaborations with local and Italian breweries and realities.

ORA Brewing beers are available in the best shops, pubs and restaurants in London. 
Daniele is the Head of Operations in London whilst Pietro is our Head Brewer and Emanuele is 
the Head of Sales in Milan.

O U R  B R E W E R Y

ORA Brewing, founded in 2016 in Modena (Italy), is an independent London brewery dedica-
ted to creating beers that marry the quality of finest Italian ingredients with contemporary 
beer styles.

Not only we do produce our products with passion, we also put emphasis on minimising the 
environmental impact. We do this whilst using the finest natural ingredients and sticking strict-
ly to craft methods. Italian food is traditionally made with simple recipes to enhance pure and 
clean flavours. We apply the same concept to brewing, putting the pure taste of beer back to 
the centre stage.

W H A T  I S  O R A ?

O U R  B E E R S

O U R  P H I L O S O P H Y

O U R  H I S T O R Y
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We brew our beers at UBREW in Bermond-
sey (SE) and we planning to have our own 
brewery in the next 18 months. 

UBREW in numbers:
- 5 barrels brewery
- mash tun 800L
- 5 BBL FV's"

ORA Brewing beers are unpasteurised, unfil-
tered, bottled conditioned and made with 
just natural ingredients. We produce various 
types of beers to meet the needs of every 
drinker. Although we try to meet the most 
demanding and sophisticated palates, we 
also appreciate "simple" tastes. Our beers 
are available in 20L kegs, 30L kegs and 33cl 
bottles.



We supply many pubs in London like The Salisbury Hotel (Harringay), Hagen & Hyde 
(Balham), bottleshops like Kill The Cat (Shoreditch); we are also present in many restaurants 
like Sacro Cuore (Kensal Rise) and Ostuni (Queen's Park). We are proud to receive amazing 
reviews from the Diffor's Guide (a leading authority on drinks) and the London Economic. 

Ora Brewing beers are distribuited in UK by these distributors: Dam Tasty Beers, Eebria Trade, 
Biercraft, Hare Food, Sparetap and Guidetti Fine Foods.

B E E R  D E S C R I P T I O N

                                                                          
(Restorative Milk Stout ALC 6% VOL.) Bottles 330ml - KeyKegs 20L

INCRUSéE is a special ORA series that explores sensory connections 
between brewing and gastronomic traditions. We wanted to play with 
the word "incrusé" (“fusion” in the Modena’s dialect) and "cuvée" and we 
wanted to created a tribute to the Balsamic Vinegar, knowed as “Italy's 
black gold". THE BALSAMIC have a perfect balance between balsamic 
profile, roasted character, dry herbal finish and vanilla sweetness.
Malts: Dark Crystal, Pale, Chocolate, Black, Flaked Oats
Other Ingredients: Vanilla & 10 years barrel aged balsamic vinegar IGP 
from Acetaia Rossi Barattini

                    

Our Gioele is growing up! This beer is a tribute of a style that dates back 
to U.S. home brewers who were inspired by British style dark ales and 
porters. Roasted malt, chocolate-like characters, floral and herbal flavor 
and aroma with a dry hop bitterness.
Malts: Pale amber, Biscuit, Cara Red, Chocolate, Crystal, Wheat
Hops: Amarillo, Northern Brewer, Ekuanot (in Dry Hopping)

              (American Pale Ale 4.4%)  Bottles 330ml - Kegs 30L

Lupo is inspired by the great hoppy interpretations of USA. This modern 
American Pale Ale is perfectly balanced with his bright, citrusy and tropi-
cal aroma and a slightly earthy, floral and spicy palate. 
Incredibly smooth!
Malts: Maris Otter, Crystal.
Hops: Columbus, Citra, Cascade.

           (Session IPA 4.6%)  Bottles 330ml - Keykegs 30L

A contemporary juicy hop bomb: hazy golden straw body with punchy 
fruity hops for a bouquet of melon, tangerine and papaya. Undeniably 
crushable beer with a spicy finish.
Malts: Extra Pale, Cara Red, Oat
Hops: Huell Melon, Mandarina Bavaria, Mosaic
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INCRUSéE SERIES - Balsamic

(American Brown Ale - ALC 5.5% VOL.)  Bottles 330ml - Kegs 30L


